MINUTES OF THE TARARUA TRAMPING CLUB (INC) GENERAL COMMITTEE MEETING HELD AT PETER
BARBER’S HOUSE ON TUESDAY 2 AUGUST 2016 STARTING AT 8.00PM
Present: Peter Barber (Chair), Patrick Arnold, David Grainger, Paul Maxim, Simon Davis, Stu
Hutson, Suzanne Sutton-Cummings, Viv Johnstone
Apologies: David Ogilvie, Vivienne Radcliffe
Minutes of Previous Meeting
Moved David G/Patrick The minutes be accepted as a true and correct record. Carried
Matters Arising
Dealt with under their categories
Mail
Please note that most Club business is done by email
Native Forest Restoration Trust newsletter
Trustpower Tararua District Community Awards
FMC Update
Walking Magazine Aug 2016
Wilderness Magazine Aug 2016
Christchurch tramping Club Newsletter
Alpine Club of Canada Gazette
Membership Applications/Resignations
Patrick:
Marina Comesky
Achim Gaedke (paid)
Sarah Young
Moved Patrick/Stu Approved for membership pending payment
No resignations
Membership Database – can we subscribe all members to the TTC News group to receive emails?
ACTION: Patrick will discuss this with Christine Whiteford
There was some discussion around how our membership system can work in the digital age with
new ways of engaging members. Basic things we can easily do so members can keep in touch
(online community). This needs review. A membership card was suggested. Begin with simple
things including trip and lodge bookings.
There was also a discussion on whether we should increase fees for hall use. There is potential to
increase income and we need to maximise the use of the clubrooms. At the AGM we can vote on
clubroom expenditure – to go ahead on the basis of a thorough review of future use.
Could also have a ‘thermometer’ indicating funds raised, which will help to make hall tenants and
club members aware.
Chief Guide
Discussion around the Chief guide position included:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education (including Bushcraft)
Historic position – can we change the name to reflect the job more accurately than the
apparent perception .
Remove it as a fixed position and make it a coordinator role
Could change the title eg Chief Adventure/Activities Advisor.
Could remove the Chief Guide’s obligation to be a member of general committee
Could also change the title of the club night Tramping Organisers to something like club
night Tramping Reporters
Changes to job titles needs to be worked through at next GC meeting. (Too late for any
new notices of motion for the upcoming AGM)
Will take a Notice of Motion to an Extraordinary General Meeting to be held 28 days after
it id publicised.
Responsible for fixture card and bushcraft (education), as well as general enquiries
The current job description is rather generic – the person who takes it on can style the
position to suit themselves.
Needs a revised job description which could help with establishing a title.

Alison Davis agreed to be nominated for the Chief Guide position at this AGM
Instruction/Youth/Gear Room
Dave G:
Instruction
- youth snowcraft course
Delivered July 15-17 - 4 participants, 3 of which are new youth members to TTC. Fun and
successful weekend!
- AIC 2016
Underway: rock 1, rock 2 and snow 1 completed
10 students
2 new assistant instructors
Training
- backcountry avalanche training
Delivered to 8 participants.
Very well-received by participants and skills utilised already (snow 1).
Feedback from instructor/pro heliski guide Al Moore below.
Cost to TTC Instruction $2,413.75 (vs estimate of $2600)
Gear Room
additions
- rope / tape cutter (Brian Whiteacre funding)
- antiballing plates made and fitted to Charlet Moser crampons (Piers Harris, per Nick Cradock’s
recommendation)
- bags for van snow chains
- crampon field repair kits improved
- added tools: knife, crampon file, boxes
Stu is happy to continue as gear room custodian with help from Paul. He will report to Dave G for
GC.
Some prblems with the booking system.
Brian Whiteacre letter good – thanks Stu
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Misc
- thank you letter sent to Colin and Jeni Bell from club re: Simon Bell Scholarship
- potential access to InfoEx avalanche observations service under consideration - to be discussed
at GC meeting
***

Report from Al Moore on backcountry avalanche training delivered to TTC AIC instructors
Backcountry Avalanche Awareness Course - Temple Basin Ski area
15-17th July 2016
Topics covered:
Alpinists and their risk profile.( Presentation)
Types of avalanches and their motion. (Presentation)
Avalanche Terrain (Presentation and in field)
Safe Travel practices (Presentation and in field)
Intro. to Avalanche.net and trip planning. (Presentation)
Heuristics and their influence on avalanche decision making. (Presentation)
Compression test and its use in the field. (Presentation and in field)
Morning routine around stability analysis and developing a morning process to document what
you feel is happening.
Transceiver theory and practice. (Presentation and in field)
Rescue theory and scenario based practice. (Presentation and in field)
This is a summary of what was covered over the 3 days at Temple. As I mentioned all the course
participants need further practice with transceiver searching
Al Moore
NZMGA Winter Ski guide
Treasurer
Suzanne:
A detailed transaction report attached (except for subs which has been totalled) and a GL report.
Still working my way through budget figures and cashflows - sorry, but it is a big job!
Still setting up Xero.
Suzanne will set up read only/invoice access to Xero for Peter, Patrick, Dave
It was felt that the club can afford to go ahead with the 3 major projects: Hall, Book, Van
The hall committee will do some fundraising
Paul proposed regarding the Michael Taylor Bequest Scholarship, that $50,000 or one tenth of the
bequest be set aside purely for conservation or education purposes
Paul/Patrick – approved
Social Committee/Communications
David O:
1.Social committee: Geoff Marshall will judge the photo competition.
2.Tramper: In case you haven’t caught up – Colin Cook has just had a colon cancer operation. He
completed most of the current Tramper beforehand and Marg Pearce finished it off for him. I
expect Marg will produce the next issue as she did when Colin had a long trip in Australia a couple
of years back. I’ll tell you if I’m wrong. Nina told me that Colin is not overly keen for visitors, but
emailing is OK.
ACTION: Peter will get a card for everyone to sign
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3.AGM: I may be in the South Island with my son/grandsons – if so, may my apology be recorded
please. I haven’t seen an agenda for the AGM so I don’t know what is happening with the
Winchcombe Trophy. I very much want to be the proposer that the award go to Colin Cook, and I
hope that someone (like the President?) can make my proposal in my absence. I sent my “speech
notes” to Peter several weeks ago - see below. The grey introduction was copied from the
website. Then follows my proposal, and at the end is a list of people who would like to be
seconders. I can send it to Marg for the Tramper if it gains approval at the AGM. If anyone else
has also been nominated, may I respectfully suggest that in the light of Colin’s current situation,
he be given precedence.
WINCHCOMBE TROPHY
The TTC website says: The Winchcombe Trophy is awarded annually to a club member
showing outstanding leadership. The method for deciding the recipient has in the past used a
formula which requires data no longer readily available. Consequently the General Committee has
decided to try a new approach for awarding the trophy.
Nominations are sought for the 2016 award of the Winchcombe Trophy. The trophy recognises an
outstanding contribution to the activities of the club for the past year. The contribution can be in
leadership, work parties, social, mentoring, or anything else which boost the profile and vigour of
the club. The General Committee will decide the recipient from the nominations received. Current
members of the General Committee are not eligible.
I nominate Colin Cook. His outstanding leadership is demonstrated several ways (and has done
over many years).
In the 18 months from January 2015 Colin has led 15 medium, medium fit or fit Wednesday trips,
plus at least 2 day trips in the weekends. Fixture card organisers know that he will offer these trips
promptly – no chasing up ever needed. Also Colin is most willing to step in when another leader is
unable to run their scheduled trip.
Colin doesn’t just lead trips. He seeks out places where hardly anyone else has been before, and
as a result, other club members become experienced in off-track tramping. Some are now
beginning to lead similar trips. When attempting a really challenging area Colin is prepared to do
a recce, otherwise we simply have a great adventure. After the trip Colin sends the GPS trace to
the other members of the party which makes it easier for the less experienced people to repeat
these interesting trips.
Colin thinks about the land he is moving through and has on more than one occasion shown that
the current maps are incorrect. He has struck up a relationship with Land Information who are
now most pleased to adopt Colin’s corrections for future editions of the maps concerned.
As well as official club trips, Colin has been a reliable member of the TTC team that has serviced
the 76 traps on the East Whakanui trap line for the past 10 years.
Finally, Colin has been Editor of the Tramper since December 2010; a big job with demanding time
constraints. His production contributes significantly to the profile and vigour of the club.
Proposer: David Ogilvie
Seconders: Warwick Wright; Lynne White; Bill Wheeler; John Thomson; Bob Stephens; Peter
Reimann; Susan Guscott; Tricia French; Robin Chesterfield; David Castle; Joan Basher.
4.Annual: I’ve had offers of a couple more articles so the 2016 edition will be about 40 pages
(same as last year). I still intend that it will be posted out with the December Tramper preXmas. That’s a tight schedule and relies on people supplying their material on time! Last year we
had obituaries for 10 club members which was quite extraordinary and caused a bit of angst in
certain quarters. This year we have only one obituary to-date.
5.Club vehicle: My main purpose for being on the Committee is to represent Wednesday
trampers. We discussed the topic a couple of years ago when the WTMC asked if we’d like to
share their vehicle. We had no need, and it would be far too complicated. However, I can see
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other sections of the club could benefit from having such a vehicle, so I will not vote against it. But
I will not approve funding until there is a sensible and safe long term arrangement for the
vehicle’s garaging and maintenance.
6.Mountain film – I’ve already emailed my approval.
7.Farewell: I’m sorry to be absent during this period, and I wish Paul, Vivienne and Stu all the best
for the future, and I would like to add that it was a pleasure to have worked with you. Maybe you
could come out on a Wed trip soon, before I grow old.
Conservation
Peter:
Peter would like to find someone to assist with conservation.
IT
Simon:
We might want to look for a unified system that does bookings and membership.
Sustainability of solutions – reduction of volunteer hours.
Do we want a subcommittee to work out what we need?
We should revisit a solution definition. Engaging members.
David will work with Simon to figure out something that could work.
Online membership application does not allow for two sined names for verification, only personal
details. It was decided to stick with what we do currently.
Suggestion that children of club members could join electronically
Archive
Paul:
•
•
•

Library
•
•

Elizabeth is away until mid-August.
Nothing significant to report other than the Taranaki map is finished and the bill duly
forwarded to Suzanne.
I am happy to continue to liase with Elizabeth until the new archive coordinator has
been established in September. I will meet with the new coordinator and Elizabeth to
facilitate the changeover.

Judith feels that she can’t take on the Library role so a replacement for Dianne will be
advertised in the next Tramper. In the meantime Dianne will continue on with the role.
A new GC coordinator will be required post AGM.

Centennial Book and Committee
Nothing to report. After the AGM a new TTCCC chairperson will be needed plus a GC Coordinator
(preferably the same person). I suggest the President or Vice President.
Van
Vote to be taken. I will propose the motion on Tuesday.
The van proposal has been out for two months and there has generally been a favourable
response. The main questions are about servicing and parking – Paul proposes that the van should
be parked outside his house for at least the first year (safe street) where he can keep an eye on it
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and clean it etc. Hope to get free servicing and warrant for the first three years.
Looking at approx. $50,000 to buy it. Funding the van – Paul has applied to the MT bequest for
$25,000, and can apply for funding from general club revenue and instruction revenue and other
sources. Hope to get a grant for signwriting. Sponsors may be possible as long as it doesn’t
interfere with our brand.
Paul/Patrick proposal – that the club purchases a van with the revenue coming from the Michael
Taylor Bequest and other internal and external sources we can find. Passed unanimously.
Winchcombe Trophy
The cup is in with Kiwi Engravers. I will bring it along to the AGM with a certificate.
That’s all folks. It’s been a pleasure
Buildings
Vivienne:
Hall
The Hall committee met last week and recommends that Peryer Construction be appointed for
the hall alterations. Don Jamison had a few tender clarifications, which are included in the revised
tender report. Please note that the tenders contain a $40,000 'contingency sum' which is an
amount against which unforeseen variations can be adjusted against. There are also several
provisional sums - specifically for ceiling joist replacements (some have very bad borer),
Masterkeying, making good windows, ventilation to the new basement meeting room (a WCC and
building code requirement) and floor preparation.
Alan Knowles was to prepare a financing plan for this and was to speak with Suzanne. I will follow
this up
Motion: The TTC General Committee accepts the tender from Peryer Construction for the hall
upgrade, as recommended by the Hall Committee. We want there to be a presentation about the
project at the AGM, and we make the earnest recommendation that one third external funding be
sought. Passed unanimously.
Lodge:
The snow has arrived.
A booking system has not yet been agreed - the google docs looks like the easiest at this stage.
Thanks to you all for such convivial and intelligent decision making over the last few years. I have
a folder of minutes etc which anyone is interested.....
Also for the record
I agree to funding the hall upgrade, taking the cost savings if possible
I agree to funding the van proposal
I would like to recommend that in both cases the General Committee suggests that some of the
funds are on 'loan' to be raised by the club members.
I do not agree to the van being used by other parties (like Wellington High School) unless a club
member is driving an responsible.
Over and out from me.
All the best Vivienne
Thanks
Peter moved (seconded by Patrick) a formal vote of thanks to Paul Maxim, Stu Hutson and
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Vivienne Radcliffe for their great work on General committee over the last six years.
The meeting finished at 10.30pm
The next meeting for the General Committee is on
Tuesday 20 September, 5.45pm in the library at the TTC Clubrooms.
AGM – Tuesday 16 August 2016

